1986 bertone x19

These models featured some unique styling touches compared to later 1. In fact, early press
launch events were staged on parts of the old Sicilian Targa Florio route and well-regarded
journalists such as Paul Frere arrived home raving about the car which seemed much like a
baby Ferrari to many. A modest bump in power and torque were given with an enlarged 1.
Bricklin would sell the cars through his national network of dealerships in , with new Bertone
badging replacing the Fiat logos, new wheels and other minor changes. Increased competition
was also coming from Pontiac's new Fiero and the Toyota MR2 , both of which were more
modern designs wrapped around mid-engine layouts. Dallara only built a single car, but
licensed the design to several privateers, resulting in about 30 cars built between and ' Fiat
Group did take notice, subsequently hiring Dallara to develop several of its Lancia race cars.
Late Fiat and Bertone models with fuel injection come next for their improved reliability and
performance, while models are probably the least desirable to most buyers with their limited
power and fussier temperament. The Lampredi belt-driven SOHC engine is relatively easy to
tune for more power, and is engagingly high-revving with a redline of nearly 8, rpm. Drive belt
changes are generally recommended at five-year intervalsâ€”pistons can meet valves if they're
overdue. Absolutely not! The best a 1. In a tailwind. Fiat got a bad reputation in the U. Let the
little things go, like regular oil changes and other preventative servicing, and you'll quickly have
a problem car. Parts availability is generally good for a car of this age with several U. Load
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a new window Opens an external site Opens an external site in a new window. The engine was
designed by Aurelio Lampredi , famed Ferrari engine designer before he went to work for FIAT
the parent company, at that time. The fuel tank and spare wheel were located ahead of the
engine, behind the driver and passenger seats respectively â€” optimizing the proportion of the
car's weight within its wheelbase for more balanced handling and enabling cargo areas front
and rear. Once developed for production, the two-seater featured sharp-edged styling with a
wedge shape, retractable headlights, an integrated front spoiler and a removable hard top roof
panel targa top. The removable hardtop could be stored in the front boot ; a second luggage
compartment was provided at the rear of the car, accessible through a conventional boot lid.
Unlike Fiat's marketing nomenclature at the time which used a numerical system e. Fiat's
prototype coding used X0 for engines, X1 for passenger vehicles and X2 for commercial
vehicles. Press test drives were held at the end of November , on the Sicilian Madonie roads
home to the Targa Florio road race. The car's monocoque body was produced at the Bertone
factory in Grugliasco Turin [13] and then transported to the Fiat's Lingotto factory for final
assembly. Changes included a new cast aluminium oil sump, [11] complementing the aluminium
cylinder head. Suspension was fully independent , with MacPherson struts front and rear. The
interior, upholstered in leatherette , featured two bucket seats with integrated headrests and a
four-spoke steering wheel resembling the one fitted to the Lamborghini Marzal. The engine
cover and rear trunk could be opened with lockable interior latches located on the driver's side
door jamb. The original 1. Fiat began marketing a right-hand drive variant in Bertone models
featured revised footwells redesigned to enhance legroom and sitting comfort for persons taller
than the original design's target. The U. To meet U. In U. Model years and saw a transition from
carburetion to Bosch L-Jetronic fuel injection, with the changeover coming in for cars sold in
California and a gradual changeover for "federal" cars from late to model years. The
combination of fuel injection FI , a catalytic converter and unleaded gasoline allowed these cars
to meet California's and later federal emission standards. The instrument panel and dash
redesign moved the heating and ventilation controls from the center console up to the main
dash, relocated the radio to the center dash area, moved the fuse panel from the area above the
driver's left knee to the area above the passenger's footwell where the glovebox was, and
moved the glovebox to atop the dash. During , Fiat ended its presence in the U. Automotive, Inc.
Five all-aluminum cars, dubbed "Superlight" not Superleggera , were built to the same strength
and stiffness of the normal steel cars, and tested for vibration, noise, high load input, and
corrosion. The program also tested the specially developed adhesives and techniques used to
assemble bodyshell components. The spare tire was relocated to the new space behind the
driver's seat, and a third seat was added to the space behind the passenger seat originally used
for the spare tire. The stock 1. Only one example is known to exist which is currently on display
with the Bertone collection in Volandia. A fascia was fabricated to mate with the engine
compartment lid to cover the body shoulders where the sails panels used to be. The convertible
top is not a structure that emerges from behind the passenger compartment area; rather it is a

flexible cover that mounts using the original targa top clips along the windshield in front,
stretches over and is supported by the new roll bar, and is secured into place in the rear with
twist-clips. It was built in cooperation with Fiat by the technician and racer Mike Parkes who
later developed and built the Lancia Stratos. The Filipinetti had a cc engine with Lucas
mechanical fuel injection and a Colotti five-speed gearbox. Externally the cars sported flared
wheel-arches, a small "duck tail" spoiler and an F1 style air intake designed to feed the
carburettors cool air from above the cars roof. Components and entire body-shells were
routinely swapped and replaced as part of the development process, but it is believed that 5
genuine cars were produced. The Faran Car Co. The design featured replacement fibreglass
mouldings for the front and rear wings together with front and rear integrated bumper sections.
The external modifications were completed by side sill skirts and a rear boot spoiler not
dissimilar in style to that found on a De Tomaso Pantera. Production of the Faran kits ended
following a factory fire. Eurosport UK Ltd. The full kit was a contender to the Faran version and
utilises wide replacement fibreglass moldings for the front and rear wings, together with front
and rear integrated bumper sections. Side skirts completed the styling which featured Ferrari
Testarossa style side air intake mouldings ahead of the rear wheels. The bolt-on kit in contrast
featured replacement front and rear integrated bumper sections that were moulded to blend
with the standard wings. This allowed the alloy bumpers to be substituted with ease and offer a
more modern appearance. Side sill skirts were also included in the bolt-on kit. Both kits are still
available today. Current availability for the Schult conversion is unknown. The club produces a
quarterly magazine, attends and organises events, and provides advice on the maintenance of
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Wikimedia Commons. Fiat â€”82 Bertone â€” Fiat Bertone after [2]. Marcello Gandini at Bertone.
Transverse mid-engine, rear-wheel drive. Fiat Fiat Ritmo. Small wrap-around steel bumpers with
large rubber blocks; chrome trim rear fascia; oval holes in rear lower valence; manual choke
operating knob located between the seats ; no access panel to distributor from spare tire well.
Ladder-style aluminum bumpers; aluminium grille replaced oval holes in rear valence;
automatic choke controlled by coolant temperature. Targa top front profile and windshield
frame targa top seal modified for improved water-tightness. Model year included an unknown
number of "special edition" cars with interior colours and trims and exterior striping unique to
the edition. Affixed to the right fender, the identifying label had the Italian flag, a four digit serial
number, and Nuccio Bertone's signature. First year for distributor access panel in spare wheel
compartment. Late cars relocated the front trunk release handle from the glovebox to the left
side of the driver's footwell. First major makeover included: square, aluminium bumpers with
"elephant ears" side trim; horizontal slat front grille; revised interior included new dash, new
seating; drivetrain improvements included 1. Bosch L-Jetronic fuel injection fitted to California
cars. Electrical system modernized GBC fuses are replaced by ATC blade style fuses in the fuse
and relay centre under the dash just below the glove box. New two-tone paint scheme with the
paint line higher on the body, just below the greenhouse. First year for Cromodora CD wheels
nicknamed "Trons". Optional full-width rear decklid spoiler available. Bumper finish changed
from anodized aluminium to flat black. Added federally-required center high mounted stop light
CHMSL for cars manufactured after January 1, ; mounted in rear window just below the targa
bar. Minor appearance makeover includes wide body side mouldings, fully padded three-spoke
steering wheel, cosmetic changes to climate controls on AC-equipped cars. Full "blackout"
treatment to windshield mouldings, door frame surround mouldings, and sail panel trim and
moulding pieces. Powertrain and running gear. Belt-driven single overhead camshaft , 2 valves
per cylinder, reverse-flow layout. Bosch L-Jetronic fuel injection. Steel unibody. Independent,
lower lateral link with reaction strut, McPherson struts with concentric coil springs.
Independent, lower A-arm, McPherson struts with concentric coil springs. Dual-circuit hydraulic
activation. Cable operated Hand brake on the rear calipers. Dimensions and weights. City car.
Small family car. Large family car. Executive car. Pininfarina Cabriolet. Sports car. Campagnola
Panda I. Panda II. Panda III. Punto I. Punto II. Grande Punto. Compact car. Bravo II. Mid-size car.
Croma I. Croma II. Ritmo Cabrio. Punto Cabrio. Abarth Spider. Fiorino I. Fiorino II. Mini CUV.
Mini MPV. Compact MPV. Large MPV. Ulysse I. Ulysse II. Scudo I. Ducato I. Ducato II. Ducato III.
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in. Install the app. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before
proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It may not display this or other websites
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Jul 31, Rodger True Classic. There will be more to come as I get to taking the car apart, but here
are the first items. Tron hub caps. These are notorious for falling off due to breakage of the
retaining tabs. I have seven of them in various condition. The hub caps are numbered They are
arranged in the same order in both photos. Shipping extra. If there is something else that you
want, pm me and I will see if it is there. I know the forum rules require a price so will post that
with the items that I offer for sale. Here are a few pictures of the car as it sits right now. There
are several bins full of parts that I have yet to go through but will post things as I come across
them. It does have the original seats and door cards. DanielForest True Classic. I'm sure
somebody would be interested in an unckracked dash. But I'm too far away. Shipping would be
crazy. Almost a shame. Unless I'm missing something, that car doesn't look that bad body wise.
I may need a right front corner wheel arch forward and a left door if it's rust free. The top of the
dash is not cracked but there is a divot next to where the Bertone logo used to be. Bjwhite said:.
MikeHynes True Classic. I would like to have the nose cone. I'll PM you. I'm interested in the
fuse box, see PM Withdrawn. Last edited: Aug 1, Jeff True Classic. Looks like there will be a lot
of good parts from it. Roger, if you get to the point of stripping it down to the shell and decide to
cut it up for "rust repair patches", then I'd like a couple of sections. But I'm in no hurry at all and

won't even ask until it eventually gets to that point if at all. Thanks And I see all the nice AC
system parts you will be using. I have a clean set of Trons but gave away the center caps which
I regret doing. I really don't plan to use the wheels, which is why I let the caps go. But it would
be nice to have good center caps to complete the wheel set. However I can't justify buying them
after I gave away the ones I had, and with no real intent of using them. Jeff said:. Rodger said:. I
will most likely cut it up into small pieces and get rid of it a bit at a time. The best thing is to take
some photos of the panels you want and outline where you would want me to cut. View
attachment View attachment If there is something else that you want, pm me and I will see if it is
there. View attachment View attachment View attachment View attachment View attachment
View attachment View attachment View attachment What do the seats look like? I'm interested
in the instrument cluster for a research project - doesn't matter if its ugly, just if the dials and
stuff work. Plan is to try to build a kit to adapt a K20 swapped X with the analog gauges. Left
side licence plate lamp assy. Rod Midkiff True Classic. I am interested in them. You must log in
or register to reply here. This site uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor your
experience and to keep you logged in if you register. By continuing to use this site, you are
consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦. It reportedly resided in Connecticut
from new through and was acquired by the seller on BaT in October , and it now shows nearly
35k miles on the odometer. The seller has replaced some interior and exterior trim pieces,
sourced a replacement wheel, and fitted a new relay for the starter motor. Rosso paint is
photographed up close in the gallery below, and the seller notes some paint chips. No accidents
or other damage are listed on the accompanying Carfax report. The seller replaced a broken
plastic grille with an aluminum item. Some paintless dent removal was reportedly conducted
under prior ownership. A new targa-top seal was installed by the previous owner. The panel
may be stowed in the front trunk as demonstrated in the gallery. Service in also included new
front and rear brake pads as well as replacement clutch master and slave cylinders. Tan fabric
and black vinyl upholstery is complemented by matching door panels and black cut-pile
carpeting. A Kenwood stereo is installed and powers one speaker per door. Two replacement
door panels were sourced under current ownership and will be included. The air-conditioning
system was charged in The previous owner acquired the car through a November BaT auction
with just under 34k miles showing on the six-digit odometer, and the seller has added more than
miles. Approximately 34, miles are now shown. The Lampredi-engineered 1. Service in April
included a tuneup, new fuel lines, an oil and filter change, and a cooling-system flush.
Adjustments were also made by the previous owner to allow the car to pass a California
emissions test, and the car was reportedly most recently tested in October. The seller has
upgraded the starter-motor relay and sourced a new radiator cap. The recent Carfax report
shows no accidents or other issues, and it lists odometer readings beginning in in Connecticut
along with registrations in that state and in California. A driving video demonstrating gauge
functionality is presented above, and another in-car driving video may be viewed here. You're
the high bidder. Your bid has been posted in the comment flow on the listing, and you can see
other bids there as they happen. Good luck! If you win the auction, your card will be charged for
the service fee and you pay the seller directly for the vehicle. If you don't win, your existing
pre-authorization will be released. When you bid we pre-authorize your credit card for the
service fee this helps prevent fraud. If you don't win, the pre-authorization will be released. For
more info, read about our auctions or email us with any questions. Are you sure you want to
proceed? See Result. Upcoming Events Copperstate April 10 - May 21 - August 4 - 7. August 6 7. Current Bid: None Ends in:. List Your Car on B a T. Advertise on BaT. You are not connected
to real-time updates. Attempting to connect. Your real-time updates could not be connected.
Missed updates will be sent once your connection has been reestablished. Checking for missed
updatesâ€¦. Bid Successful Congratulations! Confirm your bid Please address the errors below.
Update Credit Card. Are you sure? Cancel reply. Keep me in this conversation via email.
Loading more commentsâ€¦. Please enable JavaScript to engage in the discussion on this site.
Confirm Your Comment Did you mean to enter this number as a bid? If so please use the
bidding box above. Post This as a Comment Cancel. Error Posting Comment There was an error
posting your comment. July 25, at PM PT. Rosso paint is photographed up close in the gallery
below, which also shows the car with its retractable headlights in the raised position. A new
targa top seal has been installed under current ownership. Factory wheels were mounted with
Hankook Optimo H tires installed fewer than miles ago in April The service also included new
brake pads front and rear as well as replacement clutch master and slave cylinders. Tan fabric
and black vinyl upholstery is complemented by matching door panels and black cut-pile
carpeting. A Kenwood stereo resides in the radio slot and powers two door-mounted speakers.
The 3-spoke steering wheel fronts a rectangular dash-mounted pod with a combination of
gauges and warning lights. The air conditioning system was recently serviced according to the

seller. The brake warning light reportedly remains illuminated despite the recent brake work,
and the electric windows are said to operate slowly. Approximately 34k miles are shown on the
6-digit odometer. The Lampredi-engineered 1. Adjustments were also made to allow the car to
pass a California emissions test. You're the high bidder. Your bid has been posted in the
comment flow on the listing, and you can see other bids there as they happen. Good luck! If you
win the auction, your card will be charged for the service fee and you pay the seller directly for
the vehicle. If you don't win, your existing pre-authorization will be released. When you bid we
pre-authorize your credit card for the service fee this helps prevent fraud. If you don't win, the
pre-authorization will be released. For more info, read about our auctions or email us with any
questions. Are you sure you want to proceed? See Result. Upcoming Events Copperstate April
10 - May 21 - August 4 - 7. August 6 - 7. Current Bid: None Ends in:. List Your Car on B a T.
Advertise on BaT. Additional undercarriage photos are available in the gallery. The Carfax
report shows no accidents or other damage from onward. You are not connected to real-time
updates. Attempting to connect. Your real-time updates could not be connected. Missed
updates will be sent once your connection has been reestablished. Checking for missed
updatesâ€¦. Bid Successful Congratulations! Confirm your bid Please address the errors below.
Update Credit Card. Are you sure? Cancel reply. Keep me in this conversation via email.
Loading more commentsâ€¦. Please enable JavaScript to engage in the discussion on this site.
Confirm Your Comment Did you mean to enter this number as a bid? If so please use the
bidding box above. Post This as a Comment Cancel. Error Posting Comment There was an error
posting your comment. October 5, at PM PT. Would you like to sell products for this vehicle on
Amazon. Learn how. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon
Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment
Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip to main content. Exterior Accessories.
Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of
songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage
from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account.
AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go.
ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer
Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door.
PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon
Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. When Fiat quite importing into US the
cars were change to Bertone and all badges were changed to read Bertone. Top can be stored
in front trunk for open air driving. I purchased this car in June , at that tim
bulletproof f250 60
2001 ford explorer pickup
ac compressor for 2005 ford taurus
e it had miles on it, now just under , that about miles per year but in past 10 years it has been
more like 50 miles per year. Selling because it needs to be driven. When I purchased the PO had
stopped driving it because his family said it was unsafe, it was stored inside and not running.
Clutch was not working and headlights would not go down, needed a slave cylinder and fuse
and then all working. Current concerns: Heater valve is not working so heat does not come on, I
have new valve, it just needs to be put in. Driving lights shown in picture are not hooked up.
Stain in front trunk, see picture 17, I do not know what this is and have not tried to clean. When
adding gas it must be done very slowly, if not it will "burp" and spit gas back at you. I do not
know cause of this. Has some paint over spray, see picture 18, this combined with PO comment
about not feeling safe diving car lets me believe it had some body damage. All damage fixed but
the front grill is not correct for this car.

